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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION

1*1 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

As a by-product of past efforts to discover new low loss core 
materials for use ia radio frequeacy inductors^ the gyromagnetie 
.properties of ferrites were discovered* These properties, which are 
exhibited in the microwave region^ make possible the construction of ' 
non«reciprocal devices* Representative of this class of device are 
the isolator,- circulator, and phase shifter, all of which are of great 
practical importance®

Ferrite materials are, in general, metallic oxides and they 
may be structurally separated into two general classes* The first 
class, historically, is the spinel' structure ferrite which has the 
general formula XFe^O^o Here X is a bivalent, metallic ion such as
manganese, sine, nickel, or cobalt* The second class contains iron
and rare earth and exhibits a garnet crystalline structure* The 
general formula characteristic of this group is SPe^O^sX^Gg where X
denotes, in this ease, a trivalent rare earth such as samarium,

' . ' ■■ ■ ' - |iluttecium, or yttrium, with yttrium being the most useful practically*

1L. 6* Po 'Rodrigue, et al, "ferromagnetic resonance in some poly-*
crystalline rare earth garnets,16..Scientific Report Ho* 11, Gordon McKay 
laboratory of Applied Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass*, 
p® 3| July, 1957* .



la their normal unmagnetized state^ ferrites are essentially 
isotropic- dielectrics with low magnetic and. dielectric loss factors0 
However^ when a magnetostatie field of appropriate magnitude is 
impressed across the ferrite, the non=reeiproeal properties^ characterized 
by a tensor permeability at microwave frequencies, appear0 One.of the 
manifestations of this effect is a resonance type absorption which is 
a function of the magnetostatie field and.the frequency of the impressed 
microwave field* Physical properties of ferrites, which are of interest 
to the engineer, include saturation magnetization, curie temperature, 
conductivity, loss tangent, dielectric constant, tensor susceptibility, 
and the ferromagnetic .resonance line width*

The purpose of this thesis is to measure the line width of spinel 
structure materials as a function of frequency* The line width is de™ 
fined as the incremental magnetostatie field between the two points on

2the resonance curve where the. absorption is 3 db below the peak value*
This parameter is of interest since it is a measure of the gyromagnefic 
losses in the material* Information of this nature is necessary for de
signing devices as well as for understanding the intrinsic loss mechanism® 
A relatively small amount of data of this nature has been taken.previously, 
mainly due to instrumentation difficulties® .

2Wo Po Ayres, et a!, “Ferrites - part III, limitations and measure
ments, " Sylvania Technologist, vol® IX, p0 XXy January, 1956®



lo2 m m Q B  OF ATTACK

The line width of two typical but chemically different spinel 
ferrite materials will be measured, as a function of frequency in the 
following frequency ranges; :

2®6 => 6*5 kmc
8*2 «• 18*0 kmc
35$0 • 36*8 kmc ■ '

The historical method of line width measurement employs a high 
Q resonant cavity<$ The sample is placed in the cavity and the per
turbation of the cavity Q due to absorption by the material is noted 
.as the magnetostatie field is varied* This method Is difficult to 
instrumenti also variation of frequency is difficult* The cross guide
coupler technique proposed by Stinson, which avoids these difficulties

. 3will therefore be employed# ■
The results thus obtained will be compared with published 

experimental and theoretical data for both spinel and garnet ferrites* 
Also, the instrumentation of the cross guide coupler technique will 
be discussed#

3- Be Go Stinson, "Ferrite line width measurements in a cross 
guide coupler," IBE Trans# on Microwave Theory and Techniques, 
vol* MET*6, pp* 446“4501 October, 1958* .



. . ’ Chapter 2
'IHBOBY

2*1 . MAGHET1ZAT1QM THEORY

Classically the gyromagnetie properties of ferrites arise 
from the precession of the electron spins In the material around a 
constant magnetisation vector which is produced by‘an external ■ 
magnetostatie field0 This action is analogous to the precession 
of a gyroscope about' an axis#

The classical equation, describing the motion of the 
magnetization vector takes two forms depending upon the type of 
damping term employed# If the Landau«= LifsMtz damping fern is used
the describing equation is

di _ - M X  ( I X H  )
®  = r (M X Ht) + y a ------ -j;----- —

If the BlochrBloembergsn damping term is used the equation becomes

^  = M S x h ^ . -
where s ■ .
■ M •* the magnetization’ of the medium

H ' *. the total field within the medium

7 * 2mc *■ the magnefomechanieal ratio

e and m are the electronic charge and mass respectively^ e is 
the velocity of light, and g is the effective g factor#
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In the Landau^Mishits equation a is an experimentally determined 
'eonstanfc giving the magnitude' of the daip'inga. in the Bloeh® 
Bloembergen equation^ is a transverse characteristic relaxation 
time# CGS units are used throughout this presentation*

The solution of these equations* under the assumption of
small signal conditions* yields the familiar tensor susceptibility

1 'components* from which many useful results are obtained* In many 
eases the resulting■expressions are verifiable experimentally and 
are in agreement with a quantum mechanical derivation* In the case 
of the line width and g factor variations* however* a more 
sophisticated analysis must be employed involving the concept of spin' 
waves®

2*2 SPIN WAVE GOHGSFTS

■ It has been shown* theoretically* that the behavior of the 
line width and g factor over the entire frequency range of interest 
may be explained by means of spin wave interactions® Xhe spin wave 
description is quantum mechanical in origin and therefore no attempt 
at a rigorous presentation will be made here® A qualitative classical 
picture is possible* however* and will be presented to give the reader 
some idea of the mechanism involved0

1 ' , . " ‘ ,Co Lo Hogan* "Xhe microwave gyrator*n Bell Sys» Xeeh® J*
vol® 31* pp* 1-315 January* 1952® . .



Classically,, a spin w v e  may be considered to be a 
sinusoidal variation in a given direction of the precession angle 
of the electron spinss Each sucoessive spin, in the direction 
considered^ is the same number of degrees out of phase as the one 
preceding it* The wavelength of the spin wave corresponds to the 
distance between two inphase spinsQ The spin wave is described 
in direction and wavelength by a wave vector k which is given by

where 5 is a unit vector in the direction of propagation^ and X is 
the wavelength®

The spin wave analysis is valid only for values of k which
correspond to wavelengths much smaller than the sise of the sample*

: • ■ : / ■ ■■The lower limit is usually taken as X® 0*1 d where d is the 
diameter of a spherical sample* This region is called the spin 
wave manifold* The manifold may be divided info two regions®
Firshp -a flat region, referred to as the region of medium k states, 
where the quantum mechanical exchange energy is neglected; and, 
second, a curved region, called the region of high k states, where 
exchange interactions must be considered* For wavelengths greater ' 
than this limit, the demagnetising effects of the surface must be 
considered and the plane wave assumption is no longer valid*
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latherj, the distribution of magnetisation must fit the boundary,
conditions present at the surface* Wave solutions for these

2values of k are the magnetosfatic (Walker) modes e

Both the spin waves and the magnetostatie modes are
3solutions of the Suhl dispersion relation shown in Figure 16 

This dispersion relation essentially gives the relation between 
the energy, or frequency, of the disturbance, be it spin wave of 
magnetostatie mode, and its wavelength*

Under certain conditions, the energy of the uniform
processional mode (ksO) is greater than the upper limit of the
spin wave manifold and thus the uniform mode lies outside the
manifold* This is possible since the uniform mode is a Walker
mode and the upper limit of the spin wave manifold does not
correspond, but rather lies below, the upper limit of the Walker
modes, indicated by the dotted line in Figure 18 The .condition
for the uniform mode to move out"of the manifold is that, for the

2ease of a spherical sample, be greater than "g (4rtM) „ This is 
more clearly seen from Figure 2 which shows the relationship 
between the uniform mode and the top of the medium k manifold*

h  " ' ...... " ....."L0 Eq Walker, "Resonant modes of ferromagnetic spheroids," 
Jo Apple Fhyso, vol, 29, pp» 318-=323$ March, 1958*

3Ha Suhl, ’Origin and use of instabilities in ferromagnetic 
resonance," J=, «Sppl» Fhys*, vol* 29, pp» 416-4171 March, 1958*



' The ferromagnetic Resonance line width of a ferrite cam
be representied'by ■"  ̂ ^ \  v;/ ; /. - : :

fih >  1 £(k): h(k) d k

. where n(k) is the nun&er of states- .in a range from k to k 4- dk :
and f(k) is a transition probability which depends upon the size 
and distribution of the disorders in the material* The foie 
■' played by these disorders will. become clear shortly* ' There ; is ah. .' ■>-:/
: infinite number of spin waves that ,can exist within the manifold* :.

' V ; The line width variation with frequency; can be: explained 
by the interaction between these spin wave states and the uniform 
precessional mode0 For a spherical sample in the region below 
co '= t y (4 ircM)# the sample is not saturated and the line width is 
- broadened by the domain structure* -That.is^ losses due to domain , 
'.movement are present#....These losses 'decrease; as'saturation sets in „ 
and essentially disappear When the material becomes fully saturated* 
Thus, as the. frequency is increased, the resonance line width de™ 
cfeases to a minimum at. co s "g '7 (4 rM)@ ' Above -g 7(4 r Mjand below - ;

"7(4 :3tM); the s amp la Is: saturated but' the - only, sp in' waves ' that veam .
exist: are. those with, high ■ values of ke  In other wordŝ , the uniform v
mode is degenerate only with the high k spin waves* Now, spin waves 
are not excited directly^ but arise from coupling to the uniform mode, 
which is excited by the rf driving field*
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This coupling can arise from variations in the magaetbcrystalline 
anisotropy which are due to interruption Of the ordered magnetic 
properties of the material® These interruptions occur at the grain 
Boundaries and cause seafterihg of the uniform mode into spin wave 
.■states...- The spin waves thus excited are those having wavelengths 
corresponding to the size of the grains. In ferrite and garnet 
materials the average grain siae is from 1 to 10 microns® This 
corresponds to wavelengths in the medium k range® In the case of 
spinels, however, mechanisms are available to cause coupling to high 
k states® This coupling can arise from irregularities within the 
crystal structure and is more pronounced in spinels than in garnets 
because of the less ordered arrangement of the spinel crystal® The 
dimensions of these irregularities correspond to wavelengths in the 
high k range® Thus for the spinels there Is some coupling to the 
high k states, which accounts for their wider line widths® Also, 
for polycrystalline materials, pores which exist within the material 
provide an additional coupling mechanism to excite the medium k 
states® In the frequency range under, eonsideration above no medium 
k states can exist® Thus, the line width is small in this region 
compared to that above co = ( 4  « M) where the uniform mode becomes 
quickly degenerate with the medium k states® Here the interaction 
is quite strong and the line width increases abruptly® As the 
frequency is further increased, fewer spates are available and the 
line width decreases® According to this picture, a definite peak



2occurs at m s irM) =, Further analysis, shows that above the
peak; the line width of ferrites with high positive anisotropy 
constants decreases with increasing frequency and the line width 
of ferrites with high negative anisotropies increases with in
creasing frequency

C» Re Buffler, nA spin wave analysis of ferromagnetic 
resonance relaxation,” Scientific Report Mo® 3 (series 2), 
Gordon McKay Laboratory of Applied Physics^ Harvard University, 
Cambridge, Mass®, February, 1960»

C6 R0 Bufflet, "Ferromagnetic resonance near the upper 
limit of the spin wave manifold," J® Appla Phys«, Supplement to 
vol6 .30, pp» 17.2s » 173s$. April, 1959®



Chapter 3

EXPERIMENTAL

3,1 LINE WIDTH MEASUREMENT METHOD
As stated previouslythe cross guide coupler technique was

chosen over the resonant cavity technique. The reasons for this
choice were because of ease of instrumentation and because, variation
of the frequency of operation is more readily accomplished. Theory

£of the cross guide technique is fully presented elsewhere.

Briefly* the system consists of a source of microwave power 
at the frequency in question which feeds into the cross guide test
section* This test section can be constructed from waveguide or
coaxial line® In the waveguide case, the coupler consists, of two 
pieces of standard waveguide which are joined at right angles on 
their broad faces, A small coupling hole, in which the spherical 
ferrite sample is placed, is drilled into the common wall. For the 
coaxial case, a machined brass block is used* Two holes, the sise 
of the inner diameter of the outer conductor of the coaxial line are

B, Go Stinson, loc* cit«, pp9 446 =» 450*

13



14
drilled at right angles to' each, others, They overlap a slight 
amount in order to provide a small coupling hole/ common, to 
both, in the outer conductors* Flanges are used to attach 
standard pieces of pipe.to the block and these support the inner 
conductor which runs through the block* In the description that 
follows the two are analogous, so that no further distinction 
wili.be made between them* The primary arm of the coupler is 
terminated by a movable short<, One end of the secondary a m  is 
terminated with a matched load while the other feeds a sensitive, 
calibrated detecting system® A block diagram of the complete 
measurement system is shown in Figure 3«

Under normal conditions, with no external magnetostatic 
field applied, only the electric field component of the dominant 
mode is available to couple power from the primary info the secondary 
arm. The adjustable short is set to a multiple of a half guide 
wavelength from the coupling hole* Thus, a null of electric field 
occurs at the coupling hole and no power is coupled into the 
secondary arm. A magnetostatic field is now applied normal to the 
broad face of the coupler and its value adjusted for ferromagnetic 
resonance® The transverse component of r£ magnetic field in the 
primary arm excites the uniform mode in the ferrite sample* The 
precession of the spins in the ferrite induces a r£ microwave field 
in a plane normal- to both the exciting rf field and the magneto™ 
static field® This induced field will thus be longitudinal in the
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16
primary a m  and transverse in the secondary am<, Sineie, in the 
hollow pipe, the mode is the only permitted one? the induced
component will not excite the primary arm but will propagate in 
the secondary am® Thus, power will be coupled by the ferrite from 
the primary to the secondary am® This coupled power can be ex® 
pressed in terms of the non™diagonal component of the magnetic 
susceptibility® The incremental magnetostatie field between She 
two points where the non®diagonal component is half its peak value 
is defined as the line widtha It has been shown that this is equal 
to the incremental magnetostatie field, between the two points where

■ 2 ■"the coupled power is half its peak value®

3<>2 PREFARAT1QM OF SAMPLES

The spherical ferrite samples used were prepared by one of 
two methods, both of which are basically a grinding process, and 
differ only in mechanical detail0 The first method used was the 
classic air tumbler® Here a piece of ferrite is blown around a 
hollow cylindrical chamber by a stream of air6- The inner surface 
of the chamber consists of varying grades of abrasive® A. hollow 80 
grit stone was used for rough grinding, while a hollow wooden block 
lined with first 180, and then 320 grit abrasive paper was used for 
polishing®

"D® Co Stinson, loe0 cit®, pp<, 446 - 450®
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. The second method consists of a horizontal, motor driven,

abrasive wheel with a hollow vertical tube suspended just above
3the surface of the wheelc The material is placed in the hollow 

tube and tumbles about on the surface of the wheel® The same 
sequence of grinding and polishing was followed here as above® It 
is difficult to contain the sample in the tube for sample diameters 
of less than about 0o050"o The only advantage of this method over 
the first one described was one of convenience as a supply of com= 
pressed air was not readily available®

■ Satisfactory samples, with good sphericity, were obtained by 
starting with large, roughly spherical, samples® The samples were 
ground to a diameter that kept a constant ratio of ferrite diameter 
to guide wavelength at the center-of each waveguide band used* The 
value of this ratio was taken as 0*297 which yielded the following 
sample diameters; S band,.0*153“$ X band, 0®050“; Ku band, 0*032“® 
In the region between 4 kmc and 6=5 kmc, where coaxial equipment was 
used, the 0@153“ sample was used* Because of physical limitations, 
0*020“ spheres were used at Ka band*

%J» L* Garter, et al, “Ferrite sphere grinding technique,” 
Rev* Sci* Instr*, vole 30, pp* 946=947; October, 1959®
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3,3 mSTRBMMTAfiOM

One change was made in the ins fcrumentation of the system from 
that previously employed,* This change was in the method of measuring 
the 3 db power levelŝ , the accuracy of which is vital to the accuracy 
of the results. Previously^ a substitution method had been used to 
measure these points. However,, an error far in excess of that 
anticipated was discovered. The type-of error and its causes are 
fully discussed in Appendix A, The error was eliminated by employing 
a standing wave indicator to read the 3 db points. An error analysis 
of this complete system appears in the next section.

Other instrumentation employed which does not appear in 
Figure 3,1 includes the Parian Associates Model f-4007 6™inch 
electromagnet which provided the magnetostatie fields and a Humar 
Model M=2 proton gaussmeter which was used to measure this field*

B.o K, Bowers, "The frequency dependence of the line width 
of microwave ferrites," thesis. The University of Arizona, Tucson, 
Arizona, pp, 14 -= 16; May, 1960, • . ■
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3,4 I1B0RS

Two quantities were measured and .thus subject to errors®
The first quantity is the frequency of operation® Errors oceurr™ 
ing in the frequency measurement are the least significant and the 
easiest to assess® The equipment used, its range, and its accuracy 
are as followss

FREQUENCY DEVICE ACCURACY
2,6 “ 605 kmc PKB 504 Heterodyne + 0o03 %

frequency meter

8«2 - 12*4 kmc HP X530A cavity jh 0*10 %
frequency meter

12*4 - 18*0 kmc HP P530A cavity f 0*10 %:
frequency meter. ,

35.0—  '36,8 fane FXR U410AF cavity f 0*10
frequency meter

The second quantity is the value of the magnetos tatie field 
at the two 3 db points* The difference between these two rather 
large values determines the line width* Thus it is necessary not 
only to determine the 3 db power levels accurately^ but also to read 
the values of the magnetosfatie field with- good accuracy* As dis
cussed in the previous section, the 3 db power level was determined 
by use of an HP 415B standing wave indicator* The accuracy of this 
instrument within a given range setting is *5- 0*1 db, assuming a square
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Isa? crysfeal characteristic® fhe power level at the crystal was
maintained constant such that coa^arison of meter readings^ with 
a precision attenuator of 4- 0ol db accuracy^ showed no discrepancy®
An error of 4- Ool db out of 3 db would indicate a percentage error 
of 3. percent<>. Of more interest here^ .however^ is the resetability 
of the readings which is considerably betters Thuŝ , although the 
absolute value of the line Width may experience an error of f 3 per
cent from this source, the variation in line width between different 
readings would be more on the order of j- 1 percent®

The magneto static field values were measured by means of 
a proton gaussmeter«, This device eonsi sts of an oscillator whose 
frequency is dependent upon the field value to an accuracy of 
dh 0g001 percent® This frequency was read to ah absolute accuracy 
of -f 500 cps by use of a Collins R-388/UKR, communications receiver® 
Thus, the lower the field value, the less accurate is the frequency, 
and hence the field measurement® The lowest:field value measured 
was about 870 oerstedse The accuracy of the measurement at this 
value was calculated to be jk 0eOi5pertient@ At these low field 
values, however, the measured line width is considerably greater than 
at higher field values so that the percentage variation in line 
width is more uniform over the frequency range* It is thus felt that 
the error introduced by the field measurements is negligible*

Thus it is seen that the line width variations reported in 
the next section are orders of magnitude greater than the accuracy
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of the measurements and are felt to give a valid picture of line 
width behaviore

3,5 ' RESULTS

Measurements were made of two different materials $ These 
materials were Motorola MO”52 which has a published 4jrM of 3150, a 
Ah of 140 oersteds, and a g factor of 2*27; and Trans Tech 2”111 
with a published 4jtM of 4400, a Ah of 120 oersteds, and a g factor 
of 2*08, The results of these measurements are shown in Figures 4 
to 7 which show the line width and g factor plotted as a function of 
x« The quantity x is defined as £/ 2»8C4jtM) where £ is the r£ 
frequency. This is merely a normalisation with respect to the 
saturation magnetisations and allows easy comparison of the two 
materials ® The peak in line width, for the M0-52, that occurs at 
x ~ 0,68 was accompanied by a double resonance phenomenon* The 
reason for this double resonance is not known* Thus, the magnitude 
of the peak is in doubt but it is felt that some definite peak does 
exist at this point* It is anticipated that a peak in line width 
may occur for the Trans Tech material also, but the values of x 
required correspond to frequencies for which equipment is not avail
able* It can be noted that at x * 0*45 the samples become saturated. 
The value predicted, by theory, when corrected for g factor is 
approximately 0*38* The line width increases steadily, but with 
different slope, for values of x above about 0*8, It then levels out 
for high values of x and seems to approach a constant value. It was
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nofeed that fehe slope seemed to be affected-by the size of the sample 
but this effect was not investigated*

The variation in line width seems feo follow the theory
presented in Chapter 2 well, in some regions, and not so well in
others* The agreement is not so good for these materials as it

5was for Bowers with garnet materials* Thus, it is concluded that 
while the behavior described exists in these materials, other 
effects are also present and have not been taken into account*

3*6 SUGGESTIONS FOB. FURTHER STUDY

As mentioned above, fehe shape of the curve seemed to be 
dependent upon sample diameter6 A study, of this nature, would 
be both interesting and useful* Also, it would be of value to take 
measurements in the frequency ranges omitted in this study*
Certainly more data is needed for materials with different structure 
and composition* While this would merely be a repetition of the 
procedure described here, fehe results would be useful in determining 
when and in what types of material the spin wave analysis is valid*

g»
1* K« Bowers, loCc eit», pp» 19 - 25*
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Appendix A

POWER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS IM A GROSS GUIDE COUPLER

In experiments conducted previously, an attenuator was 
placed in the primary:arm of the; coupler and a substitution 
technique was used to find the 3 db power points on the resonance 
curve. During preliminary experimental work for this thesis, 
a strange variation in line width measurements was noted. The 
line width was found to contain oscillations with an amplitude • 
of about 15 percent around a mean value# The period of the 
variations corresponded to a. frequency change of roughly 150 me# 
The mean value about which these variations occurred followed a 
curve which, it was later discovered, indicated the true picture 
of line width variation# A comparison was made between the line 
width variations and the attenuation readings using a standing 
wave indicator# It was found that the actual attenuation value 
varied from the 3 db setting on the attenuator# The attenuation 
variation and the line width variation were found to correspond 
both in period and in relative amplitude# Thus, although the 
attenuator calibration was accurate to 3 db f 0*1 db, variations 
of 0»5 db were present# The explanation for this is as follows#

The calibration of the attenuator is valid for a traveling 
wave, iee#, a vswr of unity# Here a high vswr is present because 
the primary arm is shorted and relatively little power is coupled
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to the secondary am® ' Xhus^ a nuHiber of cycles of a standing wave 
exists between the short circuit and the attenuator® This situation 
is shown schematically in Figure 8a It can be seen that a 11 long-line 
effect" is present which.causes nodes and antipodes of electric field 
to move across the attenuatoro The period of this variation corres
ponds not to the value of guide wavelength but to a fraction of the 
guide wavelength determined by the number of nodes existing between 
the short circuit and the attenuator® Thus the variation is quite 
rapid with frequency® One cycle of the variation will occur when 
one half of a guide wavelength moves across the attenuator® 
Mathematically this situation is represented by

(nz8- 1) x8l „ a Xg2 
2 2

where n = the number of nodes existing between the
short and the attenuator^

^gP ™ the guide wavelengths at the frequencies of
corresponding points on the cyclic variation®

Solving this for n gives

xgl ' Xg2From experimental data., taken at x band^ adjacent peaks were found 
to occur at 8*8 kmc and 8*95 Ime® The guide wavelengths correspond
ing to these two frequencies may be found and n computed* The 
resultant value for the above Case is 29*
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FIGURE 8
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The length of line may be approximated by

Using the above values for and the resulting value for 
line length is d = 72 -cm0 The distance between the coupling 
hole in the cross guide coupler and the center of the attenuator 
was measured as 68 cm. This correspondence adequately confirms 
the theory«. • -

The situation was remedied by using a standing wave indi
cator as a detector on the secondary arm® The characteristics of 
the standing wave indicator and .its associated crystal were checked 
against the calibrated attenuator operated at unity vswr. Ho 
discrepancy was noted so it is concluded that this method of 
measuring the power levels is satisfactory®
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